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– The Magicians If you get tired of the boring and archaic ‘news’ coverage of the
Premiership, then check this out: The Magicians. A few weeks ago ITV got rid of all
of their live magazine programmes from last season and replaced them with an
over-simplified news service. Obviously the reasoning is that as a consumer of
news you don’t need to hear about the match day topics and annoying
commentary that they had. I think it’s a little sad that despite all of their
programming tactics designed to make everything seem modern they’ve not even
attempted to reinvent their news service. Instead of broadcasting live magazine
programmes they’ve replaced them with an hour of pre-recorded weekly
magazine programmes that we watch at home or on our devices. It’s hard to know
what the reasoning behind this was but since it’s always gone out at 6.30pm on a
Sunday night this offers a family viewing option. TV used to be family viewing but,
well most of it any way, but there are still some key programmes that are too
adult (i.e. too) for children. Super Sunday Football on Sunday nights and Ashes
Cricket on Fridays and Saturdays are great examples. So it’s nice to have another
option. We’re not normally the biggest fans of new series but the makers of The
Magicians, a supernatural drama, have made a strong case for it. Based on the
book series by Neil Gaiman and having a well established main cast of misfit
teenagers they’ve got a great formula to work with. Of course “magicians” are a
different type to the “magic” that viewers have come to expect from the BBC
programmes. e79caf774b
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